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This report provides a detailed description of the DEMS software and its 
differences and likenesses with the FMS software. As such it constitutes one 
of the several required deliverables to fulfill the contractual agreements 
between Megaplex Networks, Inc. and the Georgia Institute of Technology. 
Taken together with the Minicomputer Command Processor Users Manual and the 
Microcomputer Processor Users Manual (both provided under separate cover), 
this report provides the requisite information needed for operation of DEMS 
software. 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The Georgia Tech Facilities Management System 
Rising energy costs on the Georgia Tech campus provided the original 
impetus for the development of the prototype Facilities Management System 
(FMS). Design efforts began in 1977 at the Computer Science and Technology 
Lab (CSTL) under the sponsorship of the Physical Plant Department (PPD) to 
develop a computer controlled system for reducing campus-wide energy 
consumption. 	The system has evolved to the point where numerous other 
functions are included in its capabilities. 	The system has become, in 
essence, an integrated set of generic software tools to process user-defined 
data. The data can be represented for example, by user-written programs, 
device control equations with corresponding constraints, or time dependent 
schedules. Moreover, the FMS capabilities are being continually upgradedl 
1.2 Differences in the FMS/DEMS Operating Environment 
Megaplex, Inc. of Atlanta contracted with GTRI to have the FMS adapted to 
permit them to offer an energy management service to the public. The software 
generated to provide this service is known as the Distributed Energy 
Management Systems (DEMS). Essentially, the nature of the proposed Megaplex 
operation, as compared to the one on the Georgia Tech campus, necessitated 
modifications to the Pis computer code. There are three key differences 
between the Georgia Tech FMS and the Megaplex DEMS which necessitated these 
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This evolution is reflected in the report by addressing software components 
that will be added or modified. For example, the EVENTSUB component planned 
to be in the Command Processor and listed in Appendix A is now planned to be 
called EVENTMGR and to be a component for the Real-Time Processor. 
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software modifications. 	The basic entity in the Megaplex operation is the 
individual account, with the typical physical configuration being a single 
building to control, using a building microcomputer, Remote Data Transmitter 
(RDT's), and associated sensors and controllers. 	These individual accounts do 
not have or require a functional relationship with each other. 	On the other 
hand, the basic entity in the Georgia Tech operation is the zone, typically 
comprised of dozens of buildings with a common metered power feeder line, and 
hence is processed as a single billing unit. 
The central site minicomputer in the DEMS operation functions for efficiency 
in the provision of the service. The customer (individual account) need not 
purchase mass storage devices or hire specialists to prepare control modules. 
The system, however, does not take actions in one building (account) because of 
current conditions in another, a typical situation in the FMS. 
A second difference between the operating environments of DEMS and FMS is 
the geographic area covered and its impact on communications. The campus area 
is relatively small, so that communications between the control microcomputer 
and various campus buildings is over hard-wired lines at 9600 baud. Megaplex is 
trying to serve a market, dispersed throughout the Atlanta region, and 
therefore, will utilize common carrier lines at potentially slower speeds. 
Finally, FMS was developed on a Perkin-Elmer Interdata 8/32 under the 
operating system 0S32 version 3.2. Megaplex purchased a Perkin-Elmer 3220 with 
0S32 version 5.0. Although the machines are compatible, the different operating 
system versions necessitated some FMS software modifications for DEMS. 
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1.3 Software System Attributes 




Data acquisition and process control 
Integrated hardware and software system 
The distributed nature of the system is represented by a central site 
minicomputer which communicates with numerous micro-computers, generally one to 
a building. The building micro-computers, in turn, are connected to remote data 
transceivers (RDT's), microprocessor based devices, that communicate with 
sensors and control points within a building. Each level in the hierarchy has 
specific processing functions and maintains a data base to accomplish its tasks. 
Each level in the hierarchy contains tasks which execute at a given time 
interval or specified time-of-day, and other tasks which continuously monitor 
the state of the system and make appropriate adjustments whenever significant 
changes or events are detected. 
The central site minicomputer software executes under the control of a 
multi-tasking operating system (0S32). Additionally, a master control program 
controls the execution of tasks according to time-of-day, events, or requests 
from other tasks. At the microcomputer level, a multitasking executive controls 
resource sharing among tasks. 
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1.4 Scope 
This report focuses on the central site minicomputer software. It addresses 
the major components and their functions, and then discusses specific tasks. 
Finally, a comparison of FMS and DEMS is presented. 
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2.0 SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Minicomputer Software 
The minicomputer software can be subdivided into two major modules composed 
of several tasks each; the real-time module and the command processor module. 
Table 2.1 and 2.2 list the functions accomplished by the modules with examples. 
In order to successfully process these functions, a series of components were 
developed. In some cases, a component can be represented by a single task or a 
portion of a task; whereas in others, the component resides as a portion of 









. Schedule input and editing 
. Control equation input and compiling 
. Access to power consumption history 
. Listing alarm and error files 
. Access to equipment table variables 
in micros 
. On-line editing, recompiling, and down-
loading of control equations 
. Modifying control variables, i.e., 
desired never exceed power level 
Manual intervention 	 . Shedding or restoring equipment 
when appropriate . Modifying control point status 
Data transmission 	 . Download schedules 
. Download modules 
System access control 	 . Verifying operators 




FUNCTION 	 EXAMPLE  
. MASTER starts up system 
Task-control 	 . MASTER releases ALARM at requested time 
. EVTQMAN requests MASTER to start BOY 
after receipt of alarm from ALARM 
Status-checking 	 . Alarm polling 
Data collecting/evaluation/ 	. Power use evaluation/shed or restore 
response 	 . Activating user defined event-initiated 
procedures 
Data transmission 	 . Shipping next hour schedules to all 
building micro computers 
. Alarms 
Logging 	 . System errors 
. Printing log files 
. Writting system common to disk 
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Table 2.3 
COMMAND PROCESSOR MODULE 
Major Components: 
Access control (security) 
Command interpreter 
High and low level command processor 
Control language (FORCE) 
Editors 
Compiler 
Data base management capabilities 
Micro communications handler 
User I/O handler 
Task common data 
Organization: 
• 
Core resident kernel & I/O handler 






Master control program. 
Function specific tasks 	i.e. ALARM, SCHED. 
Inter-task communication 
Task common data 
Communications with micros 
Logging & file control 
Organization: 
. Core resident tasks 
. Non-core resident tasks (initiated by MASTER) 
. Task priority scheme 
. No user intervention 
.  
The two major modules are not discrete units, rather they interact at 
several points and utilize common subroutines and/or components. Real-time 
tasks, for example, need to output information to an operator's terminal. If 
the terminal is currently assigned to a command processor task, the real-time 
task sends a message to the command processor's I/O task, whereupon I/O is 
cancelled, permitting the real-time task to output the information. Upon 
completion, another message is sent, telling the I/O task to re-initiate I/O 
operations. 
Common files are also processed by the two major modules. 	For example, 
schedule files are created utilizing the command processor and the real-time 
task, SCHED, extracts the next hour schedule for each building micro and 
transmits the data. Moreover, task common data are shared by the two modules. 
Finally, the modules have parallel capabilities. The command processor, for 
example, permits the operator to transmit schedule data. 
2.2 Real-Time Tasks 
2.2.1 MASTER 
The MASTER program is a core resident task that oversees the timing and 
execution of all other tasks in the real-time module, and it assures the 
initialization and maintenance of important system and task common data items 
during initial start-ups or power-fail restarts. Moreover, it updates a disc 
file of task common variables whenever another task requests the action of 
MASTER. The controlling of task execution is attained both by logic embedded 
in MASTER and by requests from other tasks. Since the requests can be random, 
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MASTER also contains logic to assure that the task due to be started has 
finished a previous execution. Subroutines QUEUE and Send Message 
(SNDMSG) from the FORTRAN seven run-time library are utilized for intertask 
communication. 
The difference in the MASTER task in DEMS as compared to FMS is in the 
tasks which are controlled. In both systems, MASTER processes the tasks 
ALARM; BOY; EVTQMAN; SCHED; PMDAP; and MASLOG. FMS has additional control for 
FIVMIN, a zone power consumption forecasting and control task, and TMPO, a 
task to distribute temperature information to all microcomputers. These tasks 
are not included in DEMS, hence the code has been removed. 
2.2.2 ALARM 
The function of the core resident ALARM task is to poll the building 
microcomputers for information on any fire, security, or equipment alarms. If 
any alarms are encountered, messages containing the type of alarm, building 
number (account number for DEMS), and location in the building, are sent to 
the operator's console. Alarms are logged in the file ALRMLOG for access by 
other tasks and the alarms are sent to the event queue manager (EVTQMAN) which 
transfers them to the event-initiated processor (BOY). Any communication 
errors or micro software errors resulting from the polling are also logged. 
The task calculates its next execution time, informs MASTER, and suspends 
itself. It remains inactive but core resident until MASTER releases it at the 
appropriate time, and it executes again. 
DEMS has an additional capability in its ALARM task which is not found in 
the corresponding FMS task, that of polling for temperature alarms. Every 
tenth polling iteration of the ALARM task, it requests information on 
temperature alarms as well as the other alarms, logs the information, informs 
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the operator, and passes the alarms to the event queue manager task. FMS has 
these capabilities in the FIVMIN task, which is not included in DEMS. 
2.2.3. SCHED 
The scheduler task (SCHED) downloads the schedules for the next hour to 
each building microcomputer that is on-line. The task reads previously 
established files and transmits the next hour's schedule to the building 
microcomputers between 5 minutes and 59 minutes after the hour. This timing 
permits the program to run at a low priority and not interfere with critical 
programs such as the alarm processor, while permitting the building 
microcomputers to switch to the desired schedule on the hour. This method 
also permits the program to more efficiently perform its secondary function, 
which is to determine if a microcomputer is missing necessary control modules. 
If the control modules necessary to execute schedules are missing, due to an 
initial start condition or long power outage, the task downloads those 
modules. The control modules are stored in the building equipment/sensor 
files maintained on disc by the minicomputer. The program will download only 
those control modules not in the microcomputer. 
The scheduler task is identical in FMS and DEMS. 
2.2.4 EVTQMAN 
The function of the event queue manager task (EVTQMAN) is to assure the 
orderly 	transfer 	of 	events (detected 	by 	real-time 	tasks) to 	the 
event-initiated processor task (BOY). 	EVTQMAN is core resident and remains in 
a trap wait until it detects receipt of a message. If the message contains an 
event, the task determines if BOY is active and if not requests MASTER to 
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start it. 	The event is put in a first-in/first-out queue and the task waits 
for BOY to request events. 
EVTQMAN is similar in both FMS and DEMS. 
2.2.5 MASLOG 
The purpose of the MASLOG task is to print out the contents of the alarm, 
micro software error, communication error, temperature alarm, and operator log 
files. The task is normally executed once each day by the MASTER task. The 
task prints out, on the line printer, the files for the past day, deletes 
them, and prepares the files for the current day's logging operations. Upon 
completion of the printing functions, the program sends a message to MASTER so 
that MASLOG is not executed again until the next day. 
The FMS and DEMS versions of this task differ in two of the five 
subroutines because 	of the individual account 	nature of the Megaplex 
operation. The routines which print the alarm log (fire, security, and 
equipment) and the temperature alarm log sort the output by account rather 
than sequentially listing the file according to the order of event occurrence 
as is done with communication and micro software errors. The latter two files 
contain information on system reliability and are utilized internally, but the 
DEMS presents the other alarm information for customers. 
2.2.6 PMDAP 
PMDAP is the preventative maintenance data acquisition program. 	It 
determines which buildings (microcomputers) are on line, the modules executing 
in those microcomputers, and then polls the micro for data from its equipment 
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tables for the total number of starts and total run-time. 	The task then 
updates the information in the building equipment files. PMDAP is executed by 
MASTER once each day. 
There are no differences between the FMS and DEMS versions of PMDAP. 
2.2.7 EVENTMGR 
The purpose of this task is to assure that the creation of event modules 
in the command processor task COMPREV and the execution of event modules by 
the event-initiated processor (BOY) do not attempt simultaneous processes with 
regard to a module, thereby negatively impacting the system. EVENTMGR manages 
the event module file and controls which event modules are known to the system. 
DEMS and FMS versions will be identical. 
2.2.8 BOY 
This task is the event-initiated-processor. 	It processes user-defined 
modules which are to be executed at specified times of the day or if an event 
occurs, such as a fire alarm. BOY is activated at regular time intervals to 
check for time-based modules, or the EVTQMAN task can request MASTER to 
activate it randomly whenever events occur. When BOY is activated, it sends a 
message to EVTQMAN asking for outstanding alarms. It then communicates with 
EVENTMGR to determine if a corresponding module exists or if a time-based 
module is due to be processed. If the module exists, EVENTMGR grants access 
to the module and BOY interprets the compiled instructions and executes the 




The purpose of the task is to perform console input on behalf of the 
command processor with interruption capabilities by real-time tasks. Whenever 
a command processor task needs to do input, it sends a message to SYSREAD 
containing a unique key. SYSREAD gets the input and places it in a task 
common location, identifiable by the unique key; and then releases the command 
processor task, which has been in a HOLD state. 	This configuration permits a 
real-time task to output information to the terminal. 	The real-time task 
sends a message to SYSREAD which frees the terminal. 	Upon completion of the 
output, another message is sent to SYSREAD which reassigns the terminal for 
its needs. It is a core resident task. 
The task does not differ in the DEMS and FMS versions. 
2.3 Command Processor Module 
2.3.1 COMPR 
The Command Processor (COMPR) is currently composed of a memory-resident 
task which performs the following functions: 
1. Displays a sign-on message 
2. Asks for an operator identification 
3. Verifies operator identification 
4. Prompts for commands 
5. Checks operator security level vs. command 
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6. Loads in one of the sub-command processors 
7. Executes the sub-command 
8. Logs the command in operator log file 
9. When operator logs off, displays logout message 
It is also composed of several other sub-command tasks which perform various 
functions on different portions of the database. Currently, there are five 
such sub-command processors: 
1. "Low-level" commands 
2. "High-level" commands 
3. Commands to manipulate the schedule database 
4. Commands to mainipulate the equipment and sensor database 
5. Commands to manipulate event modules 
These sub-command tasks are described in more detail below. Certain commands, 
because of their ease of implementation, are contained in the memory-resident 
task COMPR. These commands are: DATE, TIME, OFF, and BYE. 
2.3.2 COMPRLO 
The "low-level" command processor executes commands which can be executed 
by an operator. These commands are broken into several functional areas, each 
one executed by a different overlay segment of the low-level command 
processor. 
ADD 	 Add a building to the system. 	This effectively allows the 




Remove a 	building from the 	real-time system. 	No more 
communications will be allowed with the building that has just 
been deleted. The building is still in the database. 
CHANGE Allows modification of many portions of the database, as well as 
direct communication with any of the building micros to modify a 
device state. Portions of the database that can be changed are: 
the 7-day default schedule file, the 30-day schedule file, the 
state of a building (see ADD and DELETE). Through direct 
communication with a building micro, an Equipment Table value or 
a device state can be modified, to ON, OFF, or a particular 
value. 
DISPLAY 	An operator can display on his console any of the following log 
files: 	communication errors; micro-processor software errors; 
temperature alarms; or fire, security, and equipment alarms. 
STATUS Via access to portions of the database or via communications 
with particular building microprocessors, the status of the 
following can be determined: whether a building is on-line or 
off-line to the real-time system, whether a piece of equipment 
is ON or OFF, the value of a sensor (including temperature, 
humidity, or pressure sensors), the value of an equipment 
variable in a module, or the value of all sensors for a 
particular module. 




The list command can list those buildings which are on-line to 
the real-time system; or can examine portions of the database, 
in particular, any schedule in any of the schedule files, and 
any segment of a control module in any equipment file. More 
details are given on the latter two in explanations of the SCHED 
and EQUIP sub-command processors, respectively. 
HELP 
	
Displays information about the commands that are allowed to be 
executed by a "low-level" operator. 	In addition, the operator 
can request help for a particular command. 
SHED/RESTORE This command is executed to shed and/or restore certain pieces 
of operating equipment via their controlling modules in building 
microprocessors. In addition, this command allows temperatures 
to be floated and/or restored in buildings by similar means. 
SEND 
MODULE 
Allows an operator to send a schedule down to a building 
microprocessor for a particular module, or for all modules in 
that building. 
The MODULE sub-command processor allows one who is intimately 
knowledgeable of the microprocessor and its environment to 
control what is going on in a microprocessor. 	This includes 
single module capabilities such as: 	IGNORE a module, turn a 
module OFF and IGNORE it, make a module a candidate for 
SHEDDING, SHED a module, restore a SHEDDED module, disable 
module SHEDDING, enable floating a control variable CTHC in a 
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module, delete a module, download a module, check existence of a 
module in a building microprocessor, and send the current 
temperature to a module in equipment variable TMPO. 
Multi-module or microprocessor commands are also available: 
start control equations, delete all modules, download all 
modules, start all modules, send the current temperature to all 
modules via the equipment variable TMPO, and send the current 
time to a microprocessor. In addition, the temperature can be 
sent to all building microprocessors which are currently on-line. 
2.3.3 COMPRHI 
The "high-level" command processor executes those commands which have been 
labeled as "dangerous" or "secure." Only operators with a "high-level" access 
can execute these commands, which are broken down into functional areas, each 
one of which is executed by a different overlay segment. 




Allows additions, deletions, and modifications to the security 
file. 	Operator numbers, passwords, security levels, and names 
of operators are kept in the security file. 
INSPECT 	Only an operator with an intimate knowledge of the entire 
overall system should have access to this command. The INSPECT 
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command allows access to a global common area in memory which 
affects the proper running of the entire real-time system. 
2.3.4 COMPREQ 
The EQUIP commands are implemented as various overlays in the COMPREQ 
sub-command processor. The commands that are available are ADD, EDIT, CROSS, 
and INSERT. 
ADD 	 Allows an operator to add a new control module to the equipment 
file for a particular building. The information needed includes 
such items as: equipment constraints and power, any sensors and 




With the EDIT command, an operator can edit any of the control 
module segments: 	equipment, sensors, or control equations, as 
well as add or delete sensors. 	A major subroutine (KONED) is 
used to edit the FORCE control equations. 
CROSS 	Is used to cross-assemble a completed control equation segment 
by invoking the FORCE cross-assembler. 	In the process of 
compiling the control equations, the equipment and sensor data 
portions of the control module are accessed so that the final 
pseudo-codes generated will contain all the information needed 
by the microprocessor. 
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INSERT 	Allows an operator to insert a new control module in the 
equipment file for a particular building. 	This command is 
similar to the ADD command. 
For each of these commands, the operator will be prompted for any data that 
the system may require. 
2.3.5 COMPRSC 
Like the EQUIP commands, the SCHED commands are implemented as various 
overlays in the COMPRSC sub-command processor. The commands that are 
available are: ADD, EDIT, INSERT, and DELETE. 
ADD 
	
Is used to build a daily schedule for a control module and to 
add that schedule to a daily schedule file for a building which 
is not yet in that schedule file. 
EDIT 	 Allows an operator to edit individual hourly schedules within a 
daily schedule file. 	Any number of hourly schedules may be 
edited in a session. 
INSERT 	Is used to insert schedules into a daily schedule file. 
DELETE 	Allows the operator to delete a daily schedule from a daily 
schedule file. 
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The operator is prompted with self-explanatory messages so that he may enter 
exactly what the program needs. 
2.3.6 COMPREV 
The EVENT sub-command processor consists of several overlays where each 
one implements the various EVENT commands. Commands to be implemented are: 
EDIT, COMPILE and INSTALL. 
EDIT 
	
Allows the operator to create an Event Module. 	In addition, 
after the initial creation of an Event Module, it can be edited 
with the Event Module Editor. 
COMPILE 	Compiles an Event Module into a form that can be used by the 
Event Initiated Program. 
INSTALL 
	
Properly places some control information about a compiled Event 
Module into the database so that the Event Initiated Program can 
access it as a result of an event. 
In all cases, the operator is prompted by the system for the necessary 
information that it wants. 
2.3.7 DEMS and FMS Comparison 
The command processor modules in the FMS and DEMS versions are nearly 
identical. The areas of difference include the file containing the signon and 
signoff messages; the temperature units utilized by the system; and the CPRINT 
statement requested by Megaplex. CPRINT is a statement which permits the 
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micro to simulate any valid central site minicomputer request or instruction. 
The information 	is returned to 	the requesting module 	for subsequent 
processing. 	Changes in the command processor module are in the COMPREQ task 
which contains the equipment module compiler. 	The compiler was modified to 
accept CPRINT as a valid statement, and the corresponding files of tokens or 
op codes were similarly modified. Megaplex also wished to use Fahrenheit 
degrees instead of Centigrade, so the appropriate modifications were made in 
the conversion routines in task COMPRSC. 
Appendix B shows the structure of the real-time and command processor 
tasks. It includes the calling sequence of both user-written and system 
subroutines along with the file names where the code resides. Descriptions of 
the system library subroutines can be obtained from Perkin-Elmer supplied 
manuals. Appendix C includes descriptions of the purpose of user-written 
subroutines. 
3.0 SUMMARY  
It is appropriate to emphasize the functional nature of the FMS/DEMS 
systems. It is a data collection, evaluation, and control system which has 
been flexibly designed to interface with numerous types of equipment, sensors, 
and controllers and to permit the user to define the control strategy. The 
important implication of these attributes is that the user defines the overall 
functional nature of the system (i.e. energy management). 
Most of the tasks in the minicomputer and microcomputer are generic 
processes designed to implement the flexible control strategy. Examples of 
such tasks include editors, compilers, a control language communications 
handlers, task controllers, and a pseudo-code interpreter to execute compiled 
control modules. Other tasks, however, are specific to the energy management 
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function of the system such as the five minute tasks in both the mini and 
microcomputers which retrieve and evaluate power consumption information. 
Finally, the system is designed for operating in a real-time, stand-alone mode 
once the necessary control data have been entered; however, for additional 
flexibility, parallel capabilities for on-line intervention by operators are 
included. 
As a result of the general nature of the system, the conversion of FMS to 
the DEMS operating environment was not a major task. It was facilitated by 
both being implemented on Perkin-Elmer equipment, in the same language, and 
with similar operating systems. Some of the conversion work involved removing 
FMS specific file volume names and making the code reflect the desired DEMS 
peripheral device configuration. The latter was modified to allow for some 
expansion in the future. 
The most prominent functional difference is the absence of some FMS tasks 
from the DEMS version (see Appendix A). These tasks relate to the Georgia 
Tech campus configuration needs, specifically the central control of power 
consumption. DEMS utilizes control module capabilities to achieve energy 
savings in each individual building microcomputer. 
The other modifications mentioned in this report do not affect the 
functional similarity of the two systems. In one case, data were reordered to 
facilitate providing information to individual customers versus one report for 
the Georgia Tech campus, but both systems are logging information to evaluate 
system reliability and to record specific events. In other cases, functions 
found in an FMS task were moved into another task in DEMS, because the 
original task was not transferred to DEMS, but the component was desired. 
DEMS is an commercial, time-sharing application of FMS. 
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Future modifications are planned for the event-initiated portions of the 
system, and these changes impact both the command processor and real-time 
tasks due to the interactions. 	Briefly, events are user defined and can be 
time based or represent a condition (i.e., fire alarm). 	The user creates 
modules (programmed actions to be taken if and when the event occurs) using a 
control language (FORCE-B) and the event module editor. 	The modules are then 
compiled and placed in a file of executable modules. 	A real-time task, 
EVENTMGR, controls access to the file for both the command processor task 
placing the module in the file and the real-time task BOY which executes the 
module. The master controlling program loads and starts BOY at specificed 
intervals to check for time-based modules, or when requested to start it by 
EVTQMAN when a condition has been detected. EVENTMGR has yet to be 
implemented. When it is completed, BOY and the command processor task COMPREV 
must be modified to coordinate the access to event module files. It has also 
been proposed that the control language FORCE-B be enhanced thereby adding 
capabilities. If these changes are made, the compiler and BOY need 
corresponding modifications to 	process the instructions. 	Finally, BOY 




Real-Time Module Tasks 
FMS 	 DEMS VERSION  
MASTER 17% of the code removed 
other portions identical 
ALARM 	 code added for temperature 
alarm processing 
5% more code 
MASLOG 	 code added for sorting by account 
13% more code 
SCHED 	 no difference 
PMDAP 	 no difference 
EVTQMAN 	 no difference 
BOY 	 no difference 
TMPO 	 not a DEMS task 
FIVM1N 	 not a DEMS task 
TOTAL - DEMS version consists of approximately 80% of the FMS code. 
Command Processor Module Tasks 
FMS 	 DEMS VERSION 
SYSREAD 	 no difference 
COMPR 	 no difference 
COMPRLO 	 utilizes different temperature 
units (Fo/C0 ) 
COMPRHI 	 no difference 
COMPREQ added capability to compiler to 
accept and process CPRINT command 
as an addition to the FORCE language. 
token files also reflect CPRINT 
addition. additional code < 1% 
COMPRSC 	 utilizes different temperature units 
COMPREV 	 no difference 
EVENTSUB no difference 
TOTAL - with the exeption of CPRINT, temperature units, and the log-on files, 























modified to accept CPRINT 
command. takes message 
generated by PRINT command and 






























modified to accept CPRINT 
command. takes message 
generated by PRINT command and 







TOTAL - Less than 1% of the code differs. 
Appendix B 
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r F7SvCS.CAL/9 1 
C P7,;vCS.CAL/9 
C F7SvCS.CAL/9 1 	(FUNCTION) 




C F7SvCS.CAL/9 1 





C F7RTL 3 






C F7 , TL 












• . 	oPENt.' 
• . FRRr2r1 
• • 	• SNOmSG 





























C F7RTL 1 
C F7RTL 1 
B - 2 
SCHED.FLX/2 
▪ TTvr 	r F7RTL 1 
• 0";LI — F- I O"LINE.FLY/2 1 	(FUNCTION) 
• FITET 
	
C F7RTL 	(FUNCTION) 
r F7RTI 1 
r F7TRI. 1 
r F7TRL 1 
r F7TRL 1 
• JJLIAn 
	
I J1LIAN.FLxi9 1 
▪ AEEK7AY I JULIAN.FLX/2 1 
ICLOCK 	r F7RTL 1 
r Sf',DPCV3.FLX/2 
▪ • 	A7TT401 	F7SVCS.CAL/9 1 
C F7RTL 
• • SVC9 
	
C F7SVCS.CAL/9 
7,K:19 I F7S1'CS.CAL/9 I 
• • MFPGF 
	
F7SVCS.CAL/9 




▪ r;C:-.71A r F7SVCS.CAL/9 I 
r F7SVCS.C4L/9 
r F7SVCS.CAL/9 1 
, TL 
	
F7 7CIL 3 
r'Eri r F7RTL 3 
r F7=:.vCS.CAL/9 3 
• F7SVCS.CAL/9 
E F7SvCS.C4L/9 3 
r ^y1 --)soP.PLx/2 1 
F7RTL 3 
!e. 	F7'. Ti 	I 
r F7;-, TL I 
r S:,;DRCV3.FLY I 
r 	 3 
F7'-TL 












C 	F7RTL 	1 
F7RTL 	3 
C 	F7RTL 	1 
r 	MASLOG.FLX/P 1 





C 	F7RTL 	3 









. 	WAIT C 	F7RTL 




r 	F7RTL 	I 
• ...FIN 
. PMIKEP C MASLOG.FLX/2 1 
OPENW C 	F7RTL 
WATT C 	F7RTL 	3 
. . 	CLOSE C 	F7RTL 	3 
. . DriLt:2 C 	F7RTL 
. . 	CFILV C 	F7RTL 	3 
. ...FT 
. PCOLOG r N'ASLOG.FLX/p 
OP , •W C 	F7RTL 
WAIT C 	F7RTL 
. 	CLOSE C 	F7RTL 	1 
OFILW C 	F7kTL 
CFILw C 	F7RTL 
. LGPR'JT 	C MLICIPRJT.FLX/2 1 
. OPEN'-' C F7', TL 3 
• CLOSE 	C F7RTL 
. OFILw I F7RTL 
• Il soFI lg 
. CLOSE 
	
C R7PTL I 
. QJEUr C F7RTl I 
EVT2vAr 	C EVT)", A%.FLX/2 ] 
. OPENv C F7RTL 
. CFILA, 	C F7RTL 1 
. OFFLST r F7RTL 1 
. SETUE 	t F7 ,zvCS.CAL/9 1 
. MSGLNK C F7RTL 1 
. SvC9 	C F75;VCS.CAL/9 1 
. S'vDPSG C F7RTI 1 
• WAIT 	C F7RT1 1 
. TRAPW r P7SVCS.CAL/9 1 
. RTL 	C F7RTi 1 
. GrTmSr: 	C F7i;1L 1 
. MSGLKA C F7RT1 1 
. STTSK 	r F7RTL 1 
. 0 1 1FUE C F7T4L 1 











t 	F7RTL 	1 
r 	F7RTL 	1 
r 	F7RTL 	1 
1 
. 	MSGLKA E 	F7RTL 	1 
. ORE.; C 	F7RTL 	1 
. 	SYSIr C 	F7RTL 	1 
. DEFLST C 	F7RIL 	1 
. 	SETOUE C F7SVCS.CAL/9 1 
MSGLNK C 	F7RTL 	] 
. 	SVC9 E 	F7F-VCS.CAL/9 1 
...F1—J 





















C F7RTL 1 
C F7RTL ] 
C PROMPT.FLX/2 1 
C F7RTL 
C SYSREAD.FLX/2 1 
C F7RTL 
C F7SVCS.CAL/9 1 
C F7SVCS.CAL/9 I 
C F7PTL 1 
C F7rTL 1 
C F7RTL 
r F7RTI 1 
r F7SVCS.CAL/9 1 
C F7RTL 1 
F7SVCS.CAL/9 1 
C F7RTL 1 
F7RTL 
C F7RTL 1 
F7RTL 1 
CONPRLO 	L COMPRLO.FLX/2 
• DEFLST C F7RTL 
. srTaur---r—rTsvcs-.-1-TE/9 
• MSGLNK 	C F7RTL 
SVC9 C F7SVCS.CAL/9 
TRAP [ 	C F7SvCS.CAL/9 
OPENW C F7RTL 
IFETCH 	C F7RTL 
. rL0SE r-F7RTL 
• C-IANPR 	C CHAN1.FLX/2 
• SREAD C SYSREAO.FLX/2 	  
• HELPPR --E -HELPPR-.FLX/2- 3 
• EGIDIN 	C EOID1•FLX/2 
• SREAD C SYSREAD.FLX/2  
• • OPENW 	C F7RTL 1 
• CLOSE C F7RTL 
• ...FIN 
• SMORCV 	C ST1RCVT-.FLX/2-1--- 
. OPENW C F7RTL 
. CLOSE 	C F7RTL 
• D3OED C D3OEO.FLW2 
. RDINPT 	C RDINPT.FLX/2 3 
• OP[N4 C F7RTL 
• ERRCOD 	r- ERRCOD.FLx/a-1-- 
. CLOSE C F7RTL 
CFILW 	C F7RTL 
• • SHLAD ----r sYsREAD-.TCW2 
• . DATE 	C F7RTL 3 
• ...FIN 
• D7-ErTT 
• . RDINPT 	C RDINPT.FLX/2 
OPEr"W C F7RTL 3 
▪ .
• 	
--t FrL:i 	-C—r7RTL--- 
• . ERRCOD C ERRCOD.FLX/2 
CLOSE 	C F7RTL 
• SPUD r- SYSRE1D.FLX/2-1- 
▪ • 	•..FIN 
• ...FIN 
• DISPPR 	C DISP1.FLX/2 ] 
• SREAD C SYSREAD.FLX/2 
• . HELPPR 	C HELPPR.FLX/2 
• UOGCOW r C0"1.FLX/2 -1 
• CPU1W 	C F7RTL I 
• . CLOSE C F7RTL 
...FIV 
LOGMIC 	C MODMICL.FLX/2 
• • OPENW C F7RTL 
CLOSE 	C F7RTL 
• • 	••.FIN 
• LOGTEM 	C TEML.FLX/2 
. 	• 	. OPETN-- F7RTL 1 
. • 
• 
CLOSE 	C F7RTL 
• • 	•..FIN 
. • LOGFSE 	C FSEL.FLX/2 
▪ OPENW C F7RTL 
• • • CLOSE 	C F7RTL 
▪ • 	...FIN- 
• ...FIN 
• ADDPR 	C AnDl.FLX/2 
• SREIND 	SYSREIM.T-Lx/2 
• • HELPPR C HELPPR.FLX/2 3 
▪ • OPE 1'A 	C F7RTL 
. LAII-r""14626--""`" 6"1"466. 
O WATT 	E F7RIL 	3 
▪ CLOSE C F7RTL 3 
...FIN 
• DELEPR 	C DELE1.FLX/2 3 
▪ SREAD C SYSREAD.FLX/2 3  
▪ HELPT5R---rHrr-PPR.FLY/ -1 
▪ OPENW 	C F7RTL 3 
CLOSE C F7RTL 3 
-QUEUE 	C-r7RIL 
• ...FIN 
• SHEDPR 	C SHEDNEW.FLX/2 3 
SREAD C SYsEAD.FLA/2 3 






• 0 CLOSE 
. O e 0FI r 'l 
 
I SNDRCVT.FLX/2 3 
C F7RTL 3 




• STATPR 	C STAT1.FLX/2 3 
▪ SREAD C SYSREAD.FLX/2 3 
O HELPPR 	C HELPPR.FLX/2 3 	 
• GETID C GETTn1;rLx/2-1 
OPEAW 	C F7RTL 3 
O ERRCOD C 	ERRCOD.FLX/2 	3 
SREAr7 	C SYSTT-ADJTA/2 3 
C F7RTL 3 
C-STIRCVT.FLX/2 3 






• SREAD 	C SYSEAD.FLX/2 3 
▪ HELPPR C HELPPR.FLX/2 3 
SCREAD 	r -SCREAD•TLX/2 -1 
0 SREAr, C SYSREAC.FLX/2 3 
• . 	OPv1 4 i 	C F7RTL 3 
SCDISP -r snisp.FLx/2 
• . CLOSE 	C F7RTL 3 
• . RDINPT RDIWPT.FLX/2 3 
• . 	. SRFAO 	C SYSRFAD.FlY/2 
• • 	• ...rps, 
. 	. . 
. . 	. 	SCPRT 
. ERRCOC 
. 	...rIN 
C FOID1.FLX/2 3 
I SCPRT.FLX/2 3 













• . ---EIWZEAD 	r--EQ-REA10.-FLY72 -1 
• • • SREAD C sysREAD.FLX/2 3 
• • 	• 0PENw 	C F7RTL 3 
• • . CLOSE [ F7RTL 3 
• • • ERRCOD 	C ERRCOD.FLX/2 3 
• • • LSTMOD C LSTMOC.FLX/2 3 
• • . clocilliT 	t LOCATE-.-FLX72 3 
• • • REPORT C REPORT.FLX/2 3 
• • . KONED 	C KON1.FLX/2 3 
• • 	
▪ 	




. . 	• 	• CFILW 
r—STSREAD:FEXT2 -1 -- 
 C KOHFIT.FLX/2 3 
C F7RTL 3 
• 	• • 
• • 	• 
• 	• • 
• • 	• 
• • • 
• • 	• 
• • • 
• . 	• 
• • • 
• . 	• 
• . • 
. 	• 	• 
• OPENW 	t F7RTL 3 
• ERRCOD C ERRCOD.FLX/2 3 
• CLOSE 	C F7RTL 3 
• DFILW C F7RTL 3 
• GETOK 	C K0N2.FLX/2 3 
• LSTMOD C LSTmOD.FLX/2 3 
• GETINC 	C KO.12.FLX/2 
• • OPET1:% t F7T111 3 
• • LOCATE 	C LOCATE.FLX/2 3 
• CLOSE C F7RTL 3 
• ...FIN 
...FIN 
• • • RDIJJPT 
	
R-INFT.FLX/2 3 
• • 	...FIN 
• • OPrNwF7RTL 3 
. --CF7RTL 
• 
. MODUPR 	C moDul.FLY/2 3 
• • -SR -E14-0 C SySRCAD.FLx/2 
• • 	EOIDI 	EQID1.FLX/2 3 
• SDRCV 
• MODON 
• • • ()PUN 
• • 	• 	ERRCOD 
• • • ---rLDSE 
• • 	SNORCV 
• • 
C SNDRCVT.FLX/2 3 
I MOCDN.FLY/2 3 
C F7RTL 3 
C ERRCOn.FLX/2 3  
E F7RTL-3 
C S%1DREvT.FLX/2 3 
...PIN 
• • MODALL 
• • 	OPEN'..! 
• • . 	ERRCOO 
r moDALL.FLx/2 1 
r F7RTL 3 




• • SNCFCV 
• TIrE 
C F7RTL 3 
C F7RTL 3 
C SNORCVT.FLX/2 3 
 
C F7RTL 3 
. STRALL 	C STRALL.FLX/2 3 
• • OPEAW F7RTL 
• . ERRCOD 	C ERRCOO.FLX/2 3 
• • CLOSE C F7RTL 3 
• • SNORCV 	soRrvi s rLx/2 -1 
• ...FIN 
. . TMPO 	C MODUl.FLX/2 3 
. . . SIM-Rev 	C sNORcvT.FLx/2 3 
. 	• 	. EOIDIN C EOID1.FLX/2 3 
. . . OPENW 	C F7RTL 3 
. . . ERRCOD C ERRCOD.FLX/2 3 
. 	. 	. CLOSE 	C F7RTL 3 
. . ...FIN 
. 	• 0-15-EQV 	C F7RTL 3 
. . CLOSE C F7RTL 3 
...FIN 
► P1-1PR 	t pRINT;rLx72 3 
. . SREAD C SYSREAD.FLX/2 3 
. . HELPPR 	C HELPPR.FLX/2 3  
. 	...FIN 
. SENDPR 	C SEND1.FLX/2 3 
. SREAD 	C SYSREAD.FLX/2 3  
. TIME 	C F7RTC3 
. STTSK C F7RTL 3 
. EOIDIN 	r EGID1.FLX/2 3  
. RnITTPT---r ROI!,JPT.TLX/2 3 
. DATE 	C F7RTL 3 
. °PENA C F7RTL 3 
. ERCOD 	C r-RRCOD;Ftx/2 3 
. 	• CLOSE C F7RTL 3 
• • SNDRCV 	C S'JJRCVT.FLX/2 3 
▪ HELPP7 	C HELPPR.FLX/2 3 
•
0°P;61 C F7RTL 3 
. ccIA;sr E -r7RTL--n 
• SNOm-SG 	C F7RTL 3 












C COMPRHI•FLX/2 3 
C F7RTL 
C F7SVCS.FLX/9 1 
C F7RTL 
C F7SVCS.FLX/9 1 
C F7SVCS.FLX/9 1 
C F7RTL 
C F7RTl 1 
C F7RTL 1 








• RDINJP C SECOl.FLX 1 





• INSPECT 	r CPINSP1.FLX/7 
• I4VECT C CPINSP1.FLX/2 1 
• 	• GETSUR 	C CPINSPI.FLX/2 
• 
▪ 
SRFA!1 C SYSREAD.FLX/2 3 
• 	 0 PHTBYT 	C CPINSP1.FLX/2 
• • 	• 	. ISRYTE 	C F7RTL I 
• 	 • ...FIN 
• • 	• 	...FIN 
• • 
• 
RINVAL 	C CPTNSP1.FLX/2 I 
• • . PUTRYT 	C CPINSP1.FLX/2 
• • • SPFAD C SYSREAD.FLX/2 
• • 	• 	. RSET 	C F7RTL 
• • 
• 	
. 	RCLR C F7RTI 
• • 	...FIN 
• 	...FIN 
• • I2VECT 	C CPINSP1.FLX/2 
• • • GETSUR 	C CPINSP1.FLX/2 
• 	• BINVAL C CPINSP1.FLX/2 
• • ...FIN 
• • KMRJH 	C CPINSP1.FLx/2 
• • 	SREAD 	C SYSREAD.FLX/2 
• • • 	I2VECT C CPINSP1.FLX/2 
• 	...FIN 
• • STRING 	C CPIh!SP1.FLX/2 1 
• • 	. PUTRYT 	C CPINSP1.FLX/2 
• • . 	sREAr, r SYSREAD.FLX/2 
• ...FIN 
• ...FI% 
• HLPMA - 	C HLPm1.FLX/2 I 
OPENW C F7RTL 3 
CLOSE 	r F7RTL 
• ...FT% 
• SD's 	C F7RTL 1 
▪ ExIT C F7RTL 1 
..1FIN 
CO -1PRE0 	C COMPREO.FLX/2 3 
▪ DEFLST C F7RTL 3 
▪ SETOUE 	C F7SvCS.CAL/9 3 
• MsGLNK 	C F7RTL 3 
• SVC9 	L F7SVCS.CAL/9 3 
▪ TRAPW C F7SVCS.CAL/9 3 
• OPENW 	C F7RTL 3 	 
IFETCH C F7RTL 3 
CLOSE 	C F7RTL 3 
EGADD C EDADO.FLX/2  
• • SREAD 	C SYSREAD.FLx/2 3 
• • CFILW C F7RTL 3 
• • ERRCOD 	C  ERRCOD.FLX /2 3  
• • OPENW C F7RTL 3 
• • CLOSE 	C F7RTL 3 
• LSTMOD C LSTMOD.FLX/2 3 	 
, REPORT C REPoRTJ-Lx/2 -1- 
• KONED 	C KON1.FLX/2 3 
SREAD 	C SYSREAD.FLX/2 3 
• . FITTER C KONTIT -.-FLx72 I 
• . CFILW 	C F7RTL 3 
• • OPENW C F7RTL 3 
• • ERRC0c 	C--ERRCOo;rta72 3 
• . CLOSE C F7RTL 3 
. • DFILW 	C  F7RTL 3 
• . GETOK C KON2.FLX/2 3 
• • 	• LSTMOD 	C LSTMOD.FLX/2 3 
. 	. . GETFJC C KON2.FLX/2 3 
• . • , 	opugz---T-F7RTC-1 
. 	. 	• 	• LOCATE 	C LOCATE.FLX/2 3 
• • . • CLOSE C F7RTL 3 
• • 	• 	...FIN 
• • ••.FIN 
• • RDINFT 	E RDINFT.FLx/2 3 
• • PICKUP E 
• • 	OPENW 	C F7RTL 3 
• • ERRCOD C ERPCOD.FLX/2 3 
• • • CLOSE —C F7RTL 
• • 	...FIN 
• •••FIN 
• LGEDTT---r-roniTo-ux/2 3 
• • SREAD 	C SYSREAO.FLX/2 3 
▪ . OPENW C F7RTL 3 
• • 1D-LOSE 	r -r7RTL 
• • ERPCOD C ERRCOD.FLX/2 3 
• . LSTMOD 	C LSTMOD.FLX/2 3 
• • LOCATE C LocATE:FLY771 
• • REPORT 	C REPORT.FLX/2 3 
• • 	KO1.ED C KoNi.FLx/2 3 
• • -RDINTIT --T RDINPT.T-LX/21 




• • CLOSL 	
 
t F7RTL i 
RESET C EQXASM.FLX/2 3 
• NIBTAB C EQXISM.FLX/2 
• • LN,1FTLS 	r E1xAsm.fly/2 -3 	 
• • 	
▪ 
RESET I EQXASM.FLX/2 
• • ...FIN 
• • FIITLh 
	
L KOTJFIT.FLX/2 7 
• • OPENW C F7RTL 
• • DFILW 
	
C F7RTL 
• LFILW 	L F7RTL 
EQINS 	C EQINS.FLX/2 



















DELMOD 	C DELMOD.FLX/2 
▪ SRE-AD C SYSREAD.FLX/2 





C LSTMOD.FLX/2 3 
C KONPIT;TLX/2 
C F7RTL 















C ERRCOD.PLX/2 ] 
C F7RTL 
C F1RTLD 
C LOCATE.FLX/2 3 
• CLOSE —r—r7RTL 
• ...FIN 
. SNOMSG 	I F7RTL 










L tomP 14.SC.FC7/2-7 
C F7RTL 
C F7SVCS.CAL/9 1 
F7RTL 
C F7SVCS.CAL/9 
C F7SVCS,CAL/9 3 
C F7RTL 3 
  
   
   
. IFETCH 	C F7RTL 
• CLOSE 	C F7RTL 1 
• SCADO 	C SC1001.FLX 1 
• . SREAD 	C SYSREAD.FLX/2 
• •  CFILW C  F7RTL 
• . rIvRcoo 	C rP2con- . Ftx/2 D 
F7RTL 
• 4. CLOSE 	C F7RTL 
• • ROINPT---r RGIPT.PLX/2 
• • SREAD 	C SYSREAD.FLX/2 
• ...FIN 
• •..FIJ 
• SCEDIT 	C SCEDIT1.FLX/2 I 
▪ SCDISP 	C SCOISP.FLX/2 3 
• . 	SREAO 	E SYS7 READ.FLX/2 
• . OPENW C F7RTL 
▪ • ERRCOD 	C ERRCJD.FLX/2 
▪ RDINPT—  C R-OIPT.FtX/2 1 
• • CLOSE 	C F7RTL 
• ...FIN 
• StiNS 	C SCI AScl- P7.47-2 I-- 
. SREAD 	C SYSREAD.FLX/2 3 
. OPE - JW C F7RTL 
• ERIC00- c--ERRcoa-.FLX-72 1 
• CLOSE 	C F7RTL 3 
. 	...FIN 
----SCDELE -- r sciELEi.rEY 
• SCUISP 	C SCOISP.FLX/2 3 
• SREAD C SYSREAD.FLX/2 
• • DPENWT F7RTL 1 
• • ERRCOD 	C ERRC1D.FLX/2 
• • 	RCINPT C RDI'IPT.FLX/2 3 
• —EGIDIN -- E EQI71.FLK/2 7 - 
. CLOSE 	C F7RTL I 
...FIN 
CO'-•PREV 	C COMPREV.FLX/2 3 
▪ DEFLST C F7RTL 3 
. srTuur---r-77svcs.LAL/9 3 
• MSGLNK 	C F7RTL 3 
, SVC9 C F7SVCS.CAL/9 3 
. TRAPU 	C F7SVCS.CAL/9 3 
• OPENW T F7RTL 3 
• IFETCH 	r F7RTL 3 
• EVEDIT C EVEOIT.FLX/2 3 
▪ PROMPT 	C PROMPT.FLX/2 3 
sYsio r F7RTL 3 








C F7RTL 3 
. ISRYTE C F7RTL 3 
GET0K 	C EVToKEr:.FLx/2 3 
• GETC C GETC.FLx/2 3 
• PUTC ---rPUTC.-FLx/2 3 
...FIN 
▪ CLOSE 	C F7RTL 3 
• DFILW C F7RTL 3 
C BC-SETTOK,TLX/2 3 
• PUTC 	C BCSUBs.FLX/2 3 
• . 	ILYTE 	C F7RTL 3 
IStvIfTE -r T7RIL 3 
• ••.FIrJ 
ERRCMP 	C RCSU3S.FLx/2 
. --sETC ---1 -;CSU7S.PLY/2 - ] 
• . 	ILRYTE 
	
C F7RTL 3 


















PUTC 	C PUTC.FLX/2 3 
• ILBYTE 	C F7RTL 3 
• IS-1YTE C F7RTL 3  
...FIN 
F7RTL 3 
C-15 R0 ,,MTJ- 1.577 3 




























































CWHEN 	C BCCWHEN.FLX/2 3 
O GETTOK 	C BCGETTOK.FLX/2 
• ERRCMP C RCSUBS.FLX/2 3 
...FIN 
C DET 	r cCDEFI ►v:r--L / 
• GETTOK 	C BCGETTOK.FLX/2 3 
	
• 
ERRCMP t BCSUES.FLX/2 3 	  
• GETEOL 	C bCGrTTOK.FLX/2 3 
GETTOK 	C BCGETTOK.FLX/2 3 
...FIN 0 
• ADDSYM 
. . GETC 	C BCSUBS.FLX/2 3 
0  . PUTC C BCSUBS.FLX/2 3 
. . --EPRCMP ---t -PCSUSS.FLX/2 3 
GETC 
• • 	...FIN 
▪ FIXSYM 	E BCFIXSYM.FLX/2 3 
CFTC t -6E-$11 r3S.FLX/2 -1 
• PUTC 	C BCSUBS.FLX/2 3 
...FIN 
• CEYEC —T—Tircrxrc.T. Lx72 -1 
▪ 0 GETTOK 
GETEOL 
• GEYPR 	—r 
. 	. BCSUR 




. 	. 	PJ T C 
C BCSUBS.FLX/2 3  
C SCSTISTrtX/2 3 




C BCSUBS.FLX/2 3 
BCGETTOK.FLX/2 3 
C PCS-ETTOK.T"LX/2 
C BCSUBS.FLX/2 3 
• • ... FI N 
ERRCMP 
O ADDSYM 
C BCSUBS.FLX/2 3 






• OPEN W 
• CFILW 
• CLOSE 
▪ • DFILW 
▪ ...FIN 
E BCSUBS.FLX/2 3 
	 SYSREAD.FLX/2 3 	
c—r/RTL1 
C F7RTL 3 
C F7RTL 3 
F7RTL 3 
4. BBUILD 	C RBALD.FLX/2 3 
. 	. CLOSE C F7RTL 3 
. . DFILW 	C F7RTL 3 
. 	. SREAD C SYSREAD.FLX/2 3 
. . OPENW 	C F7RTL 
. . RENAME C F7PTL 3 
DATE 	C F7RTL 3 . 	. 
. . SCLOCK F7RTL 3 
. 	...FIN 
. SNDMSG 	C F7RTL 3 




ADDPR 	- Executes the command processor "ADD" option to add a building 
on-line; sets the building's status in BLDGS; sets the building 
information in POWHDR1. 
ALARM 	- Processes the return buffer from the micro on alarm polling; 
determines the individual types of alarms; informs the operator; 
and stores alarms in arrays. 
ALRLOG 	- Writes the contents of the fire, security, and equipment alarm 
array to the file ALRMLOG, if available. 
BINVAL 	- Accesses a string of bits from task common block/SYSTEM for the 
command processor command INSPECT; displays them; and modifies 
them if so requested. 
CHANPR 	- Executes the command processor change option; changing an 
equipment table variable, device state, building state, power 
consumption level, 30 and 7 day schedule files. 
CONEQ 	- The control equations along with corresponding sensor and 
equipment information are converted to a packed unit of op codes 
interpretable by the microcomputer software; it includes the 
capability to process the CPRINT command. 
DELBL 	- Deletes blank lines in equipment files. 
DELEPR 	- Executes the command processor "DELETE" option to delete a 
building from the system; changes a building's status in BLDGS and 
POWHDR1. 
DELMOD 	- Deletes modules from a building equipment file and updates the 
pointer table. 
DISPPR 	- Executes the "DISPLAY" option when requested by the operator; 
determines what information (communication errors, micro software 
errors, temperature alarms, or fire, security, and equipment 
alarms) is to be displayed. 
D7EDIT 	- Allows an operator to change a schedule name in the 7 day default 
file. 
D3OED 	- Creates a 30 day schedule file from the 7 day default file, if 
none exists; displays and allows the operator to change a schedule 
file name for any day in the 30 day file. 
EQADD 	- Interactive routine for leading operator through input segments 
necessary to build new equipment files or modules; manages the 
location of information via the record pointer table. 
EQCROS 	- Verifies that the module information is satisfactory and starts 
the cross assembler. 
EQEDIT 	- Permits operator to change control modules contained within 
equipment files; can access all module segments except op codes; 
manages the location of information via the record pointer table. 
EQIDIN 	- Requests and processes equipment identification code from the 
operator. 
EQINS 	- Permits operator to add or delete sensors from a control module in 
an equipment file and updates the pointer table to reflect changes 
in the file. 
EQREAD 	- Permits the operator to read and list information from equipment 
modules, specifically equipment identifiers, sensors, and control 
equations. 
ERPROC 	- Builds an array of communication errors that occur during a 
polling of building microcomputers; stores date, time, building, 
and type of communication errors. 
ERRCOD 	- Outputs to the operator any difficulties a task has using F7RTL 
file handling subroutines. 
EVCOMP 	- Compiler routine for event modules (work to be done). 
EVEDIT 	- A text editor for creating or editing event modules (work to be 
done). 
EVINST 	- Installs compiled event modules into list of ready modules for the 
real-time tasks to execute. 
FITTER 	- A file management procedure for inserting or deleting records in 
equipment files. 
GETID 	- Queries operator for module or sensor ID information. 
GETINC 	- Copies a requested line from a specified module in a specified 
file into a temporary file. 
GETOK 	- A routine to pack a character string of up to 8 characters into a 
double precision variable. 
GETSUB 	- Queries operator for an array variable subscript number for 
INSPECT. 
HELPMAN - A routine to manage pointers for the help file. 
HELPPR 	- Opens the help file, reads the information requested, and writes 
it out. 
I2VECT 	- Accesses INTEGER*2 variables for INSPECT. 
I4VECT 	- Accesses INTEGER*4 variables for INSPECT. 
INSPECT - Reads and can change system common variables in task common block 
/SYSTEM/. 
JULIAN 	- Calculates the julian date. 
KMJRH 	- Processes data arrays (1, 2, or 3 dimensions) for INSPECT; prints 
out all non-zero elements. 
KONED 	- Editor routine for preparing control modules utilizing FORCE. 
LGPRNT 	- Prints the contents of the operator command log file on the line 
printer. 
LISTPR 	- Executes the command processor "LIST" function to display 
schedules equipment, and buildings to the operator. 
LMICER 	- Writes the contents of the micro software errors array to the disc 
file MIKERR. 
LOCATE 	- Gets the row and column locator pointers from an equipment file 
pointer directory for a module in the equipment file. 
LOGCOM 	- Displays the contents of the communication error file to the 
operator. 
LOGFSE 	- Displays the contents of the fire, security, and equipment alarm 
file to the operator. 
LOGMIC 	- Displays the contents of the micro software error file to the 
operator. 
LOGTEM 	- Displays the contents of the temperature alarm file to the 
operator. 
LSTMOD 	- Outputs the module information for EQREAD. 
MICERR 	- Called when a building microcomputer returns a non-zero software 
error code during a polling; stores the date, time, building, 
error code, and the header that generated the error in an array. 
MODDN 	- Sends all control modules to micros. 
MODSUB 	- Downloads a specified module to a building when it is determined 
that module is missing in the microcomputer. 
MODUPR 	- Executes module command processor options; queries for options and 
parameters; sends instructions to the micro. 
NIBTAB 	- A cross assembler subroutine for placing op codes in a table for 
writing disc file. 
ONLINE 	- Tests that a building ID matches names in the file BLDGS, and if 
valid, determines if it is on-line or not. 
PALOG 	- Prints, on the line printer, the contents of the fire, security, 
and equipment alarm file ALRMLOG. 
PCOLOG 	- Prints, on the line printer, the contents of the communications 
error file COMLOG. 
PICKUP 	- Looks for a match between sensor ID elements given as parameters 
and sensor ID's contained in the analog sensor library file. 
PMIKER 	- Prints, on the line printer, the contents of the micro software 
error file MIKERR. 
PRINPR 	- Executes command processor report printer option (work to be 
done). 
PRINT 	- Writes the contents of the communication error array to the file 
COMLOG. 
PROMPT 	- Outputs a prompt for operator input; waits; and gets input via 
SYSIO and SREAD. 
PTEMPL 	- Prints, on the line printer, the contents of the temperature alarm 
file TEMPLOG. 
PUTBYT 	- Puts the rightmost byte of a word into a specified location of 
another specified word. 
RDINPT 	- A free format numeric input routine processing floating point, 
hexadecimal, exponential, or integer data. 
REPORT 	- Standardized report procedure for equipment file operator 
subroutines; gives status of module. 
RESET 	- Resets control variables for cross assembler. 
SCADD 	- Adds a new building and schedules to an existing schedule file, or 
builds a new file; queries operator for input and data 
verification. 
SCDELE 	- File management procedure to delete a daily schedule from a file; 
updates the pointer directory. 
SCDISP 	- Displays a selected daily schedule to an operator. 
SCEDIT 	- Interactive editor for schedule files; operates on one-hour 
information. 
SCINS 	- File management procedure to insert a schedule into a daily 
schedule file for a building that already has some schedules in 
the file. 
SCPRT 	- Ouputs the schedule information for SCREAD to the line printer. 
SCREAD 	- Queries operator for the appropriate schedule information; reads 
the schedule file and displays the information. 
SECMAN 	- Manager of the authorized operator file; executes adding, 
deleting, changing attributes of operators, and listing the file. 
SENDPR 	- Executes the command processor send schedule command; accesses and 
verifies schedule information; and warns the operator if the 
real-time scheduler has not executed in order to avoid overwrites. 
SHEDPR 	- Executes the command processor "SHED" option permitting the 
operator to shed or restore equipment by priority in a building; 
float temperature control points by priority in a building; and 
set and clear the global ignore. 
SNDRCV 	- The communications handler for minicomputer/microcomputer messages. 
SREAD 	- Subroutine for command processor I/O; sends information to task 
SYSREAD and suspends itself. 
STATPR 	- Executes the command processor "STATUS" option permitting the 
operator to get the status of a building, sensors, and equipment 
table variables. 
STRALL 	- Starts all modules in a micro for a given building in the system. 
STRING 	- Access string variables for INSPECT. 
TEMPF 	- If the primary alarm log file ALRMLOG is unavailable, it writes 
the alarm array information to the temporary disc file TALRLOG. 
TMPO 	- Retrieves temperature value from sensor and sends value to a 
single module or all modules. 
WEEKDAY - Returns a code for the day of the week. 
